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AIDA FAKHRO
Age:
Role in GAME:
Studies:
Country:
GAME Zone:

16
Playmaker
Highschool
Lebanon
Qasqas

I was a player in GAME’s ”Gender Equality Makers” (GEM) project and now I'm a
Playmaker. Before GAME's project a female practicing in Qasqas looks like not accepted
by boys and they will not accept the idea of a girl playing basketball there, in a public
court. Beside that the surrounding society was not okay with it too. The priority was
always for male players, and females didn't have enough chance to practice sport. And
even when female practices they feel a low self-confidence with what they are doing,
some girls refuses to play because of that.
Priority for males is not only in sports, but in all daily life activities. For example girls
spend most of their time at home, while males have the freedom and time to go down
to the streets, play basketball and spend their time outside. When GAME started the
project, things started to change we started seeing females practicing basketball on
public courts, and the surrounding society started to be more flexible with the idea.
Males changed their attitudes towards females and started working on being more
equal and accepting to play mixed games where females and males are on the same
team, or even females playing against males. It started to become normal. For females,
instead of spending their time at home doing house chores which include cleaning and
everything related to that, they went down to the street and started practicing sports.
They also had more confidence to play in front of everyone.
Not only did females come out in the streets and started practicing something
beneficial and fun, but also the society started to accept gender equality and the equal
right to play sports. This is a big change.
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CYRINE NABULSI
Age:
Role in GAME:
Studies:
Country:
GAME Zone:

21
Playmaker
Radio and TV production
Palestine
Bourj el Barajneh

First of all, it is great to teach and reach gender equality through sports. Especially that
we'll be raising small boys with this mentality. GAME worked on GEM in 2013, through a
workshop day for us (Playmakers) and a year for our players in order to give them the
concept of gender equality, and for sure in the coming years we'll always continue with
it even if the project is done. As a Playmaker we started to convince children in gender
equality through drills from our compendium, and they started to accept the fact that
boys and girls have equal rights. Week after week and month after month it became
much easier. And now our practices are based on gender equality and its going very
well. Number of girls increased in every zone, and in a big percentage.
Parents started to agree with us more and accepted the idea that their daughters must
do sports and that it is their right. Boys in practice finally accepted that girls can play
sports just like them. The community first found it weird that girls are wearing
sportswear and heading to the zones. Then they got used to it. So finally I can say that
it's obvious that the players' behavior changed. I am wishing that gender equality will
be done everywhere and in every field so that world will be a better place.
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GHIDA CHAHINE
Age:
Role in GAME:
Studies:
Country:
GAME Zone:

20
Playmaker
Physical Education
Lebanon
Chiah

GAME’s activities aimed to create an open society that accept and respect others and
take away all the differences between each other including gender differences.
I think GAME worked not only on the sports development but also on life skills
development of us and the players, by creating an atmosphere of equality between
genders and giving the opportunity for girls and boys from different ages and
neighborhoods to be part of the physical education activities, which created a better
communication and dialog between participants.
The activities that we did with KAFA was very beneficial since KAFA is a well-known
organization in Lebanon and they are experts in Gender Equality. They opened our
eyes to new concepts and gave us confidence that we can do the change and make our
society better.
Being in an organization that focuses all the time on creating equality between
genders and developing the technical sports skills, in despite of the participants
different religious, national, and economical backgrounds is a great idea. This is why I
want to continue to help others to reach a peaceful society that is free of violence and
inequality.
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ZEINA HAREB
Age:
Role in GAME:
Studies:
Country:
GAME Zone:

22
Playmaker
Interior Architecture
Lebanon
Bourj el Barajneh

What everyone thinks about the word ’gender’ is just an illusion printed in their minds
wrongly since forever. They always got a shallow thinking for a very deep, strong
word. GAME Lebanon created a project about this specific issue and showed how wrong
people could be ... !! It’s right that men have a better body profile but women too can be
strong enough to prove that they have what it takes - WHAT POWER THEY HAVE GOT!!
In my opinion first as a girl before being a player I know deep inside that every girl in
the society seeks to get a chance to show who she is and what she can do. GAME
created an open door for healing up what wrong thoughts are said about women and
sports.
Second as a player I believe that I can stand in front of any person, challenge or
difficulty and am able to challenge them. What we witnessed back there in that project
is that we reached our goal, justice was made and applied to at least 150 persons. And
what we did is we transformed what we learned to the children. We gave them a mix of
life skills and mutual understanding through street sport.
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